Baron and Ellin Gordon Art Galleries
4509 Monarch Way, Norfolk, VA 23529

Date:
Request Number:

REQUEST FOR PERSMISSION TO PUBLISH
1. IMAGE(S) TO BE PUBLISHED
Brief description of image:
Brief description of image:
Brief description of image:
2. PUBLICATION RIGHTS REQUESTED
Category of Use:
Non-commercial

Image request form accompanies this form.
Image was previously obtained from ODU.
Invoice number:
Image request form accompanies this form.
Image was previously obtained from ODU.
Invoice number:
Image request form accompanies this form.
Image was previously obtained from ODU.
Invoice number:
Commercial

FILM, VIDEO, DVD, TELEVISION
Producer:
Channel/Network:
Scheduled airing date and time:
ELECTRONIC:
CD-ROM
WEBSITE, provide URL:
PRINT (Choose one below):
Book
Edited volume
Periodical
Publication Title:
Publisher:
Chapter/Article Title:
Publication Author/Editor:
Publication Date:
Chapter/Article Author:
ADDITIONAL COMMENTS:
3. CONTACT INFORMATION
Name:
Title:
Institution:
Address:
Email:

Phone:

Exhibit

Other:

Fax:

4. FORM SUBMITTAL INFORMATION
This form can be submitted to the registrar of the Baron and Ellin Gordon Art Galleries by mail (see
address listed above), by fax (757-451-1011), or by email (cmnorton@odu.edu). Email is preferred.

RIGHTS AND REPRODUCTION CONDITIONS
Research images are provided only for the purpose of professional study. Unless otherwise stated in writing
by Old Dominion University, no reproductions in any form may be made from research images. If Old Dominion University grants permission for reproduction the following conditions may apply:
Credit Guidelines: The following basic credit line must be used for each image reproduced, unless
an alternative is provided.
Courtesy of Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA
We ask that you comply with these guidelines:
Published Materials: the credit line should appear on the same or facing
page as the image or on a separate photo credits page. Each individual image
must be credited properly.
Films, Filmstrips, and Video Presentations: Include the credit within the
“Sources for illustrations/Images” or “Credits” section of the production.
Exhibitions: The credit should appear in the exhibition area, preferably
directly below or adjacent to the image.
Web use: The credit should appear either adjacent to the image or in a
“Sources of Illustrations/Images” section.
Caption Guidelines: The purchaser is required to use the caption information provided on the Rights and
Reproduction Agreement. If applicable, additional credit must be given as instructed. Request for any
changes in wording must be submitted in writing to Old Dominion University.
Permission: Old Dominion University grants permission for one-time, non-exclusive use in one publication
with U.S. Canadian, and World Rights only for the purpose applied for in writing by the purchaser on the
Rights and Reproduction Agreement. Reprints and new editions require new application for use. In authorizing the publication of an image, Old Dominion University does not surrender its own right, title ownership, or
right to publish or grant permission to others to do so.
Rights of Refusal: The University reserves the right to decline to provide images to applicants who have not
complied with its policies or whose products are unacceptable to the museum for any reason.
Alteration: Images supplied may not be cropped, distorted, superimposed on any other image, or shown in
detail, without written permission from Old Dominion University.
Proofs: Old Dominion University reserves the right to examine proofs and captions prior to final publication
approval.
Digital Media: Permission for electronic publication (CD-ROM, web pages, on-line databases, etc.) will only
be granted for publication in which the image appears.
Gratis Copy: The publisher or purchaser shall furnish, without charge, to Old Dominion University two copies
of the publication in which the image appears.
Disclaimer: Old Dominion University assumes no responsibility for infraction of copyright laws, invasion of
privacy, or improper or illegal use that may arise from reproduction of the image. Responsibility for obtaining
third party permission, if necessary, rests solely with the user.
The purchaser’s signature, receipt of payment, or reproduction of the image shall constitute proof of
purchaser’s agreement to all conditions stated herein.
NOTICE WARNING CONCERNING COPYRIGHT RESTRICTIONS: The copyright of the United States (title 17, United States Code) governs the making of photocopies or other
reproductions of copyrighted material. Under certain conditions specified by law, libraries and archives are authorized to furnish a photocopy or other reproduction. One of these
specific conditions is that the photocopy or reproduction is not to be “used for any purpose oher than private study, scholarship, or research.” If a user makes a request for, or later
uses, a photocopy or reproduction for purposes in excess of “fair use,” that user may be liable for copyright infringement. This institution reserves the right to refuse to accept a
copying order if, in its judgment, fulfillment of the order would involved violation of copyright law.

